
Sew Steady / Westalee Design Supplies

Embroidery Machine
Use largest hoop, can do in multiple hoopings;
it’s background quilting
9.5 x 14 was used for sample

Sewing Machine
75/11 Embroidery Needle
90/14 Quilting Needle
Piecing thread
Embroidery thread / white bobbin
Quilting thread (Kingstar Metallic used in Princess
Sophie)
Marking Tool
Basic quilting & embroidery tools

Other Class Supplies

Fabric Requirements
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Class Supply List: 
EMBROIDELEE WALLHANGING

EMBROIDERY

EVENT

Crosshair Square (optional)
Grid Glider (optional) 
EmbroideLee Starry Nights Collection

Embroidery design - Block 2 Corner Design 2 4 in
Starry Nights Font

Template Quilting
Westalee Design Ruler foot
5 point Star Templates ( WT-STAR1-1.5 and WT-
STAR1-1)

Be flexible with hoop sizes – for smaller hoops, opt to do some
multi-hooping. With a larger hoop, feel free to enlarge the design
(changing fabric requirements as needed) The background
embroidery placement does not have to be perfect.
Customize the saying to suit you – Mom’s Quilt Haven, a short
phrase 
Font Details

Starry Nights font requires manual spacing and positioning
due to its flourishes. Align it so your are pleased with the
layout.(alignment, spacing, and rotation)You may want to
demo software here, bringing the font in via a font importer.
Put one word per text box whether using software or
machine capabilities. It will make it easier to get the words
positioned where you want.
Princess Sophie shows the font at full size. 
Second Right has had the “to” and “the” reduced to 90% of
full size and the print font is Wellington.

Helpful Tips

9.5” x 14” for center (closest cut 1/3 yard)
1/4 yard for borders 

Cut into 2 pieces 3” x 14” and 2 pieces 3”’ x 14
1/2”

Batting to fit hoop
FQ for backing
1/4 yard Binding (can be cut from leftovers of
border fabric)


